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ABSTRACT

Inflammatory skin diseases are difficult to treat
because of a lack of available treatment options
for severe disease. However, recent advances
have shown that vagus nerve stimulation can be
used to decrease inflammation and reduce dis-
ease severity in rheumatoid arthritis and
inflammatory bowel disease. Changes in cyto-
kine profiles observed in these studies are simi-
lar to those seen with use of biologics in
inflammatory skin disease, suggesting that they
act along similar pathways to disrupt chronic
inflammation and treat inflammatory disease.
This commentary explores the existing evi-
dence demonstrating the efficacy of neuro-
modulation in inflammatory disease, and
outlines reasons why these findings could
translate to the dermatology setting to treat
inflammatory skin disease.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite significant advances in treatment
options for psoriasis and atopic dermatitis,
treatment for inflammatory skin diseases as a
whole still has much room for improvement.
Although minor cases of rosacea, seborrheic
dermatitis, lichen planus, hidradenitis suppu-
rativa, and other inflammatory skin diseases can
often be treated with topical therapies, severe
disease poses a unique challenge for dermatol-
ogists as a result of limited treatment options
for these disorders.

New advances in the fields of rheumatoid
arthritis (RA) and inflammatory bowel disease
(IBD) indicate that vagus nerve stimulation
(VNS) reduces inflammation and decreases dis-
ease severity. The nervous system’s intimate
relationship with inflammation suggests that
neuromodulation may serve as a potential
treatment for inflammatory skin disease, an
avenue that has hardly been explored in
dermatology.
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Immunomodulatory Reflex

The ‘‘immunomodulatory reflex’’ is a well-
characterized mechanism that aims to maintain
a balanced immune system [1]. The afferent arm
of this reflex consists of sensory nerves that
detect injury, infection, and inflammation,
while the efferent arm consists of the ‘‘cholin-
ergic anti-inflammatory pathway’’. Stimulation
of the vagus nerve within the ‘‘cholinergic anti-
inflammatory pathway’’ results in increased
cholinergic outflow, which has been shown to
decrease innate immune cell production of
cytokines [1, 2]. This pathway has been shown
to play an essential role in decreasing inflam-
mation in various models of peritonitis, pan-
creatitis, and other inflammatory syndromes
[1].

Neuromodulation: A Useful Anti-
Inflammatory Intervention

Various chronic inflammatory diseases demon-
strate autonomic dysfunction, including IBD
[3, 4], RA [5, 6], and psoriatic arthritis (PsA) [7].
In these diseases, sympathetic tone predomi-
nates, typically as a result of parasympathetic
nervous system dysfunction. Nervous system
tone plays an important role in inflammatory
disease, as increased autonomic imbalance has
been associated with diminished response to
anti-inflammatory treatment [8]. Thus, restora-
tion of this balance presents a potential treat-
ment option for inflammatory disease. Initial
studies in RA and IBD have demonstrated
promising results regarding the anti-inflamma-
tory properties of VNS.

Early studies of neuromodulation showed
that treatment using cholinergic agonists pre-
vents development of arthritis in murine mod-
els of RA [9, 10]. VNS for 6 days in mouse
models for RA were found to significantly
decrease inflammation, resulting in decreased
bone erosion and cartilage destruction com-
pared to mice receiving sham stimulation [2].
These results were extended by Koopman et al.
findings demonstrating significantly reduced
serum levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines
TNF, IL-1b, and IL-6 after 42 days of VNS in

humans [11]. Promisingly, patients receiving
VNS demonstrated significantly improved RA
disease severity, including patients with treat-
ment-refractory RA.

Murine models of IBD have also demon-
strated the important role of the autonomic
nervous system in the disease, as vagotomized
mice and mice receiving cholinergic antagonist
therapies demonstrated increased inflammation
and worsened disease, whereas treatment with
cholinergic agonists decreased inflammation
[12]. VNS treatment in IBD has shown similar
results to RA, with mouse models demonstrat-
ing significantly reduced pro-inflammatory
markers with VNS [13, 14]. VNS mice also
demonstrated 13-fold diminished body weight
loss, an IBD disease severity marker. Studies for
VNS for IBD in humans are ongoing, with initial
results looking promising; 5 of 7 patients
receiving 6 months of VNS demonstrated
decreased disease activity, serum CRP levels,
and improved vagal tone as measured by heart-
rate variability [15].

DISCUSSION

Current therapies for inflammatory skin disease,
such as topical steroids, seek to directly reduce
inflammation at the end organ—the skin.
However, more generalized disease often
requires treatment with systemic anti-inflam-
matory action, such as with biologics,
immunosuppressants, or oral steroids. TNF-a
inhibitors are currently approved for RA, PsA,
psoriasis, hidradenitis suppurativa, IBD, anky-
losing spondylitis, juvenile idiopathic arthritis,
and uveitis, but are sometimes used off-label for
other recalcitrant inflammatory skin diseases,
including pityriasis rubra pilaris and Behçet’s
disease [16].

Increased neuronal density has been
observed in skin affected by chronic inflamma-
tory skin disease [17, 18], and denervation of
these areas has been shown to result in disease
remission in psoriasis [19]. Additionally, stress is
a common trigger for inflammatory skin disease
[20], and behavioral and psychological inter-
ventions can reduce disease severity in these
patients [21, 22]. Thus, the nervous system
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likely plays an important role in the pathogen-
esis of inflammatory skin disease.

Cholinergic stimulation significantly
decreases production of pro-inflammatory
cytokines TNF, IL-1b, and IL-6 [2, 11], a
response profile similarly seen with successful
TNF-a treatment in psoriasis patients [23]. As
TNF-a inhibitors have shown efficacy for both
on-label and off-label use for various inflam-
matory skin diseases [16], therapies inducing
similar cytokine profile changes may reduce
disease severity in these same diseases. Thus, we
postulate that neuromodulation could work
similarly to TNF-a inhibitors to interrupt
chronic inflammation, and potentially treat
inflammatory skin disease.

Breakthroughs in the importance of
parasympathetic tone in the inflammatory
response have highlighted the role of the ner-
vous system in maintaining proper immune
function. The known autonomic imbalances
(sympathetic[parasympathetic) seen in
inflammatory disease give credence to the
inflammatory reflex being an integral part of
these diseases’ pathogenesis, a theory supported
by the efficacy of VNS in reducing RA and IBD
disease severity.

Historically, treatments for dermatologic
diseases have often come from treatments for
other disease. Mainstays in psoriasis treatment,
such as adalimumab, etanercept, and inflix-
imab, have all come after initial use of these
drugs in RA. Thus, the promising results of
neuromodulation in RA and IBD can open up
an exciting new realm of possibilities for novel
treatments for inflammatory dermatologic
conditions. With a proven favorable long-term
safety profile for its current clinical indications
of epilepsy, cluster headaches, and major
depression, VNS could offer an optimal treat-
ment approach for patients with recalcitrant
inflammatory skin disease.

Although neuromodulation has shown effi-
cacy in other inflammatory diseases, it has not
yet been seriously explored in dermatology.
Further exploration into this promising field
will help us increase our understanding of these
burdensome chronic diseases, and improve the
treatment that we provide for our patients.
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